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(54) DISTRIBUTED MULTI-NODE CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD

(57) A distributed multi-node control system (100)
and method, relating to the field of control technology.
The distributed multi-node control system (100) compris-
es: a first control node (11), a second control node (12),
a plurality of servo nodes (20) and a plurality of execution
devices (30), the first control node (11) and the second
control node (12) being respectively communicationally
connected to the plurality of servo nodes (20), the servo
nodes (20) being electrically connected to the execution
devices (30) and configured to control operating states
of the corresponding execution devices (30), the first con-
trol node (11) being configured to control an operating
state of at least one first servo node (21) among the plu-
rality of servo nodes (20), the second control node (12)
being configured to control an operating state of at least
one second servo node (22) among the plurality of servo
nodes (20). A plurality of control nodes (10) share re-
al-time computation, so as to implement distributed con-
trol and accelerate the computing speed. The multi-node
coordinated system is easy to maintain and saves the
maintenance costs.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICA-
TION(S)

[0001] The application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. CN201810637356.4, entitled with
"distributed multi-node control system and method" and
filed with the China National Intellectual Property Admin-
istration on June 20, 2018, the disclosure of which is here-
by incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD

[0002] The disclosure relates to the field of control
technologies, more particularly to a distributed multi-
node control system and a distributed multi-node control
method.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Industrial robots will play an increasingly impor-
tant role in future production because of their stability and
high efficiency as the development of science and tech-
nology. More and more industries may employ the indus-
trial robots instead of people to complete repetitive tasks.
Controllers, as the most important part of the industrial
robots, may have some practical problems in current ap-
plications. On the one hand, a whole machine needs to
be repaired once a fault occurs in the controller due to
the high integration of the controller, causing a high cost.
On the other hand, the controller has a heavy workload
and may not guarantee the control efficiency.

SUMMARY

[0004] The disclosure aims to provide a distributed
multi-node control system and a distributed multi-node
control method, to solve the above problems.
[0005] To solve the above problems, technical solu-
tions adopted in embodiments of the disclosure include
the following.
[0006] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a dis-
tributed multi-node control system. The distributed multi-
node control system includes: a first control node, a sec-
ond control node, a plurality of servo nodes, and a plu-
rality of execution devices, the first control node and the
second control node being communicatively coupled to
the plurality of servo nodes, and each servo node being
electronically coupled to one corresponding execution
device and configured to control an operating state of the
corresponding execution device; and the first control
node is configured to control an operating state of at least
one first servo node in the plurality of servo nodes, and
the second control node is configured to control an op-
erating state of at least one second servo node in the
plurality of servo nodes.
[0007] Further, the distributed multi-node control sys-

tem also includes: a scheduling control node, and the
scheduling control node is communicatively coupled to
the first control node and the second control node; and
the scheduling control node is configured to obtain op-
erating state information of the first control node and the
second control node based on a preset time interval, and
to adjust a number of the at least one first servo node
corresponding to the first control node and a number of
the at least one second servo node corresponding to the
second control node based on the operating state infor-
mation.
[0008] Further, both the first control node and the sec-
ond control node are asymmetry dual-kernel architec-
tures.
[0009] Further, the first control node includes a first
kernel for operating a Linux system and a second kernel
for operating a real time operating system. The first kernel
is configured to receive a control instruction and to send
the received control instruction to the second kernel, and
the second kernel is configured to calculate an execution
instruction corresponding to each first servo node based
on the control instruction and the at least one first servo
node, and to distribute each execution instruction to the
corresponding first servo node.
[0010] Further, the first control node includes a sharing
storage area. The first kernel is configured to convert
data that is to be sent to the second kernel, into trans-
mission data based on a preset protocol, and to store the
transmission data in the sharing storage area, and the
first kernel is configured to remind the second kernel to
read the transmission data from a corresponding position
in the sharing storage area.
[0011] Further, each of the plurality of servo nodes are
symmetric dual-kernel architectures, and dual cores cor-
responding to each servo node are configured to operate
a real time operating system.
[0012] Further, the first control node is configured to
obtain operating state data of the first servo node and
the corresponding execution device based on a preset
time interval, and to start an abnormal warning operation
when the operating state data obtained by the first control
node belongs to abnormal state data. The second control
node is configured to obtain operating state data of the
second servo node and the corresponding execution de-
vice based on a preset time interval, and to start an ab-
normal warning operation when the operating state data
obtained by the second control node belongs to abnormal
state data.
[0013] Further, the execution device includes a control
motor and an input/output (I/O) device.
[0014] Embodiments of the disclosure provide a dis-
tributed multi-node control method, applied to the above
distributed multi-node control system. The first control
node includes a first kernel and a second kernel. The
method includes: receiving, by the first kernel, a control
instruction; sending, by the first kernel, the received con-
trol instruction to the second kernel; calculating, by the
second kernel, an execution instruction corresponding
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to each first servo node based on the control instruction
and the at least one first servo node; sending, by the
second kernel, each execution instruction to the corre-
sponding first servo node; and controlling, by the first
servo node, an operating state of the corresponding ex-
ecution device based on the received execution instruc-
tion.
[0015] Further, the distributed multi-node control sys-
tem also includes: a scheduling control node, communi-
catively coupled to the first control node and the second
control node. The method also includes: obtaining, by
the scheduling control node, operating state information
of the first control node and the second control node
based on a preset time interval.
[0016] Comparing with the related art, the first control
node and the second control node in the distributed multi-
node control system provided in the disclosure are com-
municatively coupled to the plurality of servo nodes, such
that the first control node is configured to control the op-
erating state of the at least one first servo node in the
plurality of servo nodes and then to control the corre-
sponding execution device, and the second control node
is configured to control the operating state of the at least
one second servo node in the plurality of servo nodes
and then to control the corresponding execution device.
In other words, a real-time computation is shared by the
plurality of control nodes, thereby realizing a distributed
control and speeding up the computation. Moreover,
such system coordinating and cooperating with the plu-
rality of control nodes is convenient for maintenance and
saves maintenance cost.
[0017] In order to enable the above objectives, features
and advantages of the disclosure more obvious and un-
derstandable, following detailed description is made be-
low with reference to preferred embodiments and accom-
panying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] In order to clearly illustrate technical solutions
in embodiments of the disclosure, a brief description is
made below to accompanying drawings used in the em-
bodiments. It should be understood that, the following
accompanying drawings merely illustrate some embod-
iments of the disclosure, and do not be considered as a
limitation to the scope. For those skilled in the art, other
related accompanying drawings may also be obtained
based on these accompanying drawings without creative
labor.

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating a distrib-
uted multi-node control system according to a pre-
ferred embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 2 a schematic diagram illustrating a distributed
multi-node control system according to another pre-
ferred embodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a first con-
trol node according to a preferred embodiment of the

disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a distributed multi-
node control method according to a preferred em-
bodiment of the disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating another part of
a distributed multi-node control method according to
a preferred embodiment of the disclosure.

[0019] Reference Numerals: 100, distributed multi-
node control system; 10, control node; 11, first control
node; 111, first kernel; 112, second kernel; 113, sharing
storage area; 12, second control node; 20, servo node;
21, first servo node; 22, second servo node; 30, execution
device; 40, scheduling control node.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Description will be made clearly and completely
below to the technical solutions in embodiments of the
disclosure with reference to accompanying drawings in
embodiments of the disclosure. Obviously, the described
embodiments are merely a part of the embodiments of
the disclosure, not all of the embodiments. Components
in embodiments of the disclosure illustrated and de-
scribed in the accompanying drawings herein may be
arranged and designed with different configurations.
Therefore, detailed description for embodiments of the
disclosure provided in the following accompanying draw-
ings does not limit the claimed protection scope of the
disclosure, but merely represents selected embodiments
of the disclosure. Based on embodiments of the disclo-
sure, all other embodiments obtained by those skilled in
the art without creative labor belong to the protection
scope of the disclosure.
[0021] It should be noted that similar items are repre-
sented by same numerals and letters in the accompany-
ing drawings. Therefore, once an item is defined in an
accompanying drawing, the item does not need to be
further defined and explained in the following accompa-
nying drawings. Meanwhile, in the description of the dis-
closure, terms such as "first" and "second" are used for
purposes of distinguishing description and are not un-
derstood to indicate or imply relative importance.

Embodiment one

[0022] Referring to FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic dia-
gram illustrating a distributed multi-node control system
100 according to a preferred embodiment of the disclo-
sure. As illustrated in FIG. 1, the distributed multi-node
control system 100 includes a control node 10, a plurality
of servo nodes 20, and a plurality of execution devices
30. The control node 10 is communicatively coupled to
the servo node 20. The servo node 20 is electronically
coupled to the execution device 30.
[0023] In embodiments of the disclosure, as illustrated
in FIG. 2, the above distributed multi-node control system
100 also includes a scheduling control node 40. The con-
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trol node 10 may include, but be not limited to, a first
control node 11 and a second control node 12. The
scheduling control node 40 is communicatively coupled
to the first control node 11 and the second control node
12. The first control node 11 and the second control node
12 are communicatively coupled to the plurality of servo
nodes 20 respectively. The first control node 11 is con-
figured to control an operating state of at least one first
servo node 21 in the plurality of servo nodes 20. The
second control node 12 is configured to control an oper-
ating state of at least one second servo node 22 in the
plurality of servo nodes 20. The scheduling control node
40 may be configured to assign servo nodes 20 controlled
by each control node 10.
[0024] Further, in order to make full use of resources
of each control node 10, in embodiments of the disclo-
sure, the scheduling control node 40 is also configured
to obtain operating state information of the first control
node 11 and the second control node 12 based on a
preset time interval, and to adjust the number of the at
least one first servo node 21 corresponding to the first
control node 11 and the number of the at least one second
servo node 22 corresponding to the second control node
12 based on the operating state information. The above
operating state information may include system occu-
pancy information, load information, and the like.
[0025] Comparing with a strategy that all servo devices
are centrally controlled by one controller in the related
art, with embodiments of the disclosure, the plurality of
servo nodes 20 are assigned to the plurality of control
nodes 10, thereby reducing a workload of each control
node 10 and improving a computation speed.
[0026] In embodiments of the disclosure, both the first
control node 11 and the second control node 12 are
asymmetry dual-kernel architectures.
[0027] Alternatively, the first control node 11 includes
a first kernel 111 for operating a Linux system and a sec-
ond kernel 112 for operating a RTOS (real time operating
system) system. The first kernel 111 is configured to re-
ceive a control instruction and to send the received con-
trol instruction to the second kernel 112. The second ker-
nel 112 is configured to calculate an execution instruction
corresponding to each first servo node 21 based on the
control instruction and the at least one first servo node
21, and to distribute each execution instruction to the
corresponding first servo node 21. The first kernel 111
for operating the Linux system is configured to commu-
nicate and interact with outside world, and to receive in-
structions, parameters, and the like. The second kernel
112 for operating the RTOS system is configured to proc-
ess data received from the first kernel 111 to generate
the execution instruction corresponding to each first ser-
vo node 21. The above execution instruction may refer
to a servo instruction. The second kernel 112 is also con-
figured to send the generated execution instruction to the
corresponding first servo node 21 via a network.
[0028] Further, in the above procedure, there is a need
to transmit data between the Linux system and the RTOS

system, but data interaction between different systems
is still incompatible. To solve the problem, in embodi-
ments of the disclosure, as illustrated in FIG. 3, the first
control node 11 includes a sharing storage area 113. The
first kernel 111 is configured to convert data that is to be
sent to the second kernel 112 into transmission data
based on a preset protocol, and to store the transmission
data in the sharing storage area 113. The first kernel 111
is configured to remind the second kernel 112 to read
the transmission data from a corresponding position in
the sharing storage area 113. In other words, data sent
by the Linux system may be converted into data recog-
nizable by the RTOS system based on the preset proto-
col. Of course, data sent by the RTOS system may be
converted into data recognizable by the Linux system
based on the preset protocol.
[0029] In embodiments of the disclosure, the first con-
trol node 11 is configured to obtain operating state data
of the first servo node 21 and the corresponding execu-
tion device 30 based on a preset time interval. The first
control node 11 is configured to start an abnormal warn-
ing operation when the operating state data obtained by
the first control node 21 belongs to abnormal state data.
Alternatively, a way for determining whether the operat-
ing state data belongs to the abnormal state data may
include: comparing the operating state data returned by
the servo node 20 or the operating state data returned
by the corresponding execution device 30 with expected
operating state data, thereby determining whether the
operating state data belongs to the abnormal state data;
or determining whether the operating state data returned
by the servo node 20 or the operating state data returned
by the corresponding execution device 30 includes ab-
normal information. Alternatively, the above abnormal
warning operation may be performed by displaying an
identifier of an execution device corresponding to the ab-
normal state data on a display unit of the first control node
11. For example, when the operating state data returned
by the servo node 20 to the first control node 11 belongs
to the abnormal state data, identification information of
the servo node 20 is displayed on the display unit, which
is convenient for a maintenance personnel to repair the
execution device.
[0030] Alternatively, the second control node 12 in-
cludes a third kernel for operating the Linux system and
a fourth kernel for operating the RTOS system. The third
kernel is configured to receive a control instruction and
to send the received control instruction to the fourth ker-
nel. The fourth kernel is configured to calculate an exe-
cution instruction corresponding to each second servo
node 22 based on the control instruction and the at least
one second servo node 22, and to distribute each exe-
cution instruction to the corresponding second servo
node 22. The third kernel for operating the Linux system
is configured to communicate and interact with outside
world, and to receive instructions, parameters, and the
like. The fourth kernel for operating the RTOS system is
configured to process data received from the third kernel
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to generate the execution instruction corresponding to
each second servo node 22. The above execution in-
struction may refer to a servo instruction. The fourth ker-
nel is also configured to send the generated execution
instruction to the corresponding second servo node 22
via the network.
[0031] Further, the second control node 12 also in-
cludes a sharing storage area 113. The third kernel is
configured to convert data that is to be sent to the fourth
kernel into transmission data based on a preset protocol,
and to store the transmission data in the sharing storage
area 113. It should be noted that, data sent by the Linux
system may be converted into data recognizable by the
RTOS system based on the preset protocol. The third
kernel is configured to send a triggering instruction to the
fourth kernel after sending the transmission data to the
sharing storage area 113, to remind the fourth kernel to
read the transmission data from a corresponding position
in the sharing storage area 113.
[0032] In embodiments of the disclosure, the second
control node 12 is configured to obtain operating state
data of the second servo node 22 and the corresponding
execution device based on the preset time interval. The
second control node 12 is configured to start an abnormal
warning operation when the operating state data ob-
tained by the second control node 12 belongs to the ab-
normal state data.
[0033] In embodiments of the disclosure, the servo
nodes 20 is a dual-kernel architecture. Dual kernels cor-
responding to the servo node 20 are configured to oper-
ate the RTOS system. The servo node 20 is configured
to perform task assignment based on a preset task allo-
cation algorithm according to system resource occupa-
tion of the dual kernels after receiving the execution in-
struction.
[0034] In embodiments of the disclosure, the above
execution device may be a control motor or an input/out-
put (I/O) device.

Embodiment two

[0035] Referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a flow chart illus-
trating a distributed multi-node control method according
to a preferred embodiment of the disclosure. The distrib-
uted multi-node control method is applied to the above
distributed multi-node control system 100.
[0036] As illustrated in FIG. 4, the distributed multi-
node control method includes the following.
[0037] At block S101, a first kernel 111 of a first control
node 11 receives a control instruction generated when a
user operates.
[0038] At block S102, the first kernel 111 sends the
received control instruction to the second kernel 112.
[0039] In some embodiments, the first kernel 111 may
firstly convert the control instruction into transmission da-
ta recognizable by the second kernel 112 based on a
preset protocol, and then stores the transmission data in
a sharing storage area 113. Then the first kernel 111

triggers the second kernel 112 to obtain a control instruc-
tion of the recognizable transmission data converted from
the sharing storage area 113.
[0040] At block S103, the second kernel 112 calculates
an execution instruction corresponding to each first servo
node 21 based on the control instruction and at least one
first servo node 21 corresponding to the first control node.
[0041] At block S104, the second kernel 112 sends
each execution instruction to the corresponding first ser-
vo node 21.
[0042] At block S105, the first servo node 21 controls
an operating state of the corresponding execution device
30 based on the received execution instruction.
[0043] It should be noted that, a processing flow for all
the control nodes 10 receiving the control instructions,
parameters or the like generated by a user operation is
basically the same as the above actions, which is not be
elaborated here.
[0044] Further, as illustrated in FIG. 5, the above dis-
tributed multi-node control method may also include the
following.
[0045] At block S201, a scheduling control node 40
obtains operating state information of the first control
node 11 and the second control node 12 based on a
preset time interval
[0046] In embodiments of the disclosure, the above
operating state information may refer to system resource
occupation information, load information and the like of
the control node 10.
[0047] At block S202, the scheduling control node 40
adjusts the number of the at least one first servo node
corresponding to the first control node 11 and the number
of the at least one second servo node corresponding to
the second control node 12 based on the operating state
information.
[0048] Further, the above distributed multi-node con-
trol method may also include the follows. The first control
node 11 obtains operating state data of the first servo
node 21 based on a preset time interval, and starts an
abnormal warning operation related to the first servo
node 21 when the obtained operating state data belongs
to abnormal state data. The first control node 11 obtains
operating state data of the execution device 30 through
the first servo node 21 based on the preset time interval.
When the obtained operating state data belongs to the
abnormal state data, the first control node 11 starts an
abnormal warning operation related to the execution de-
vice 30. The second control node 12 obtains the operat-
ing state data of the second servo node 22 based on a
preset time interval. When the obtained operating state
data belongs to the abnormal state data, the second con-
trol node 12 starts an abnormal warning operation related
to the second servo node 22. The second control node
12 obtains the operating state data of the execution de-
vice 30 through the second servo node 22 based on the
preset time interval. When the obtained operating state
data belongs to the abnormal state data, the second con-
trol node 12 starts an abnormal warning operation related
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to the execution device 30. In this way, when a certain
node fails in an operating period, the failed node may be
replaced directly with a new node in the same type with-
out replacing a whole machine. After reconfiguration, the
whole machine may continue to run, which is convenient
and saves costs. Then troubleshooting is performed on
the replaced node, which has advantages that production
is not affected and maintenance costs is not reduced
[0049] In conclusion, with the distributed multi-node
control system and method provided in the disclosure,
the distributed multi-node control system includes the
first control node, the second control node, the plurality
of servo nodes, and the plurality of execution devices.
The first control node is communicatively coupled to the
plurality of servo nodes, and the second control node is
communicatively coupled to the plurality of servo nodes.
Each servo node is electrically coupled to one corre-
sponding execution device and configured to control the
operating state of the corresponding execution device.
The first control node is configured to control the operat-
ing state of the at least one first servo node in the plurality
of servo nodes, and the second control node is configured
to control the operating state of the at least one second
servo node in the plurality of servo nodes. A real-time
computation is shared by a plurality of control nodes,
thereby realizing a distributed control and speeding up
the computation. Moreover, such system coordinating
and cooperating with the plurality of control nodes is con-
venient for maintenance and saves maintenance cost.
[0050] In the plurality of embodiments provided by the
disclosure, it should be understood that, the device and
the method disclosed may also be implemented in other
ways. The device embodiments described above are
merely exemplary. For example, the flow charts and the
block diagrams in the accompanying drawings illustrate
architectures, functions and operations of possible im-
plementations according to devices, methods and com-
puter program products of a plurality of embodiments of
the disclosure. Each block in the flow chart or block dia-
gram may represent a module, program segment or part
of codes, which contain one or more executable instruc-
tions configured to implement specified logical functions.
It should be noted that, in some alternative implementa-
tions, the functions noted in the blocks may also occur
in an order different from those noted in the accompany-
ing drawings. For example, two consecutive blocks may
actually be executed in parallel, and sometimes executed
in a reverse order, depending on the involved functions.
It also needs to be noted that, each block and combina-
tions of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flow charts
may be implemented with dedicated hardware-based
systems for performing specified functions or actions, or
may be implemented with a combination of dedicated
hardware and computer instructions.
[0051] In addition, each functional module in each em-
bodiment of the disclosure may be integrated together
to form an independent part or exist alone, or two or more
functional modules may also be integrated to form an

independent part.
[0052] When the functions are realized in the form of
software function modules, and sold or used as inde-
pendent products, they may be stored in a computer
readable storage medium. Based on this understanding,
the technical solution of the disclosure, the part that con-
tributes to the related art, or the part of the technical so-
lution may be embodied in the form of software products
in essence. The computer software product is stored in
a storage medium and includes several instructions to
enable a computer device (such as a personal computer,
a server, or a network device) to execute all or part of
the steps of the method described in each embodiment
of the disclosure. The above storage media includes me-
dias that may store program codes, such as, a U disk, a
mobile hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM), a random
access memory (RAM), a magnetic disk or an optical
disk.
[0053] It should be noted that, in the description, rela-
tionship terms such as "first" and "second" are merely
used to distinguish one entity or operation from another,
and do not necessarily require or imply any such actual
relationship or order between these entities or opera-
tions. The terms "comprising", "including" or any other
variation thereof are intended to cover non-exclusive in-
clusion, such that a process, method, article or device
including a series of elements includes not only those
elements, but also other elements not explicitly listed, or
elements inherent to such process, method, article or
device. Without further limitation, it is not excluded that
additional same elements exist in the process, method,
article or device including elements defined by the sen-
tence "including one ......".
[0054] The above is only preferred embodiments of the
disclosure, and is not used to limit the disclosure. For the
skilled in the art, the disclosure may be modified and
varied. Any modification, equivalent substitution and im-
provement made within the spirit and principle of the dis-
closure shall be included in the protection scope of the
disclosure. It should be noted that similar numerals and
letters in the following accompanying drawings indicate
similar items. Therefore, once a certain item is defined
in an accompanying drawing, it does not need to be fur-
ther defined and explained in the following accompanying
drawings.
[0055] The above is merely detailed embodiments of
the disclosure, but the protection scope of the disclosure
is not limited to this. Any change or substitution which is
easily thought of by the person familiar with this technical
field within a technical scope disclosed in the disclosure
should be covered within the protection scope of the dis-
closure. Therefore, the protection scope of the disclosure
shall be subject to the protection scope of the claims.

Claims

1. A distributed multi-node control system, comprising:
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a first control node, a second control node, a plurality
of servo nodes, and a plurality of execution devices,
the first control node and the second control node
being communicatively coupled to the plurality of ser-
vo nodes, and each servo node being electronically
coupled to one corresponding execution device and
configured to control an operating state of the cor-
responding execution device; and the first control
node is configured to control an operating state of at
least one first servo node in the plurality of servo
nodes, and the second control node is configured to
control an operating state of at least one second ser-
vo node in the plurality of servo nodes.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the distributed multi-
node control system further comprises: a scheduling
control node, and the scheduling control node is
communicatively coupled to the first control node
and the second control node; and the scheduling
control node is configured to obtain operating state
information of the first control node and the second
control node based on a preset time interval, and to
adjust a number of the at least one first servo node
corresponding to the first control node and a number
of the at least one second servo node corresponding
to the second control node based on the operating
state information.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein both the first control
node and the second control node are asymmetry
dual-kernel architectures.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the first control node
comprises a first kernel for operating a Linux system
and a second kernel for operating a real time oper-
ating system, the first kernel is configured to receive
a control instruction and to send the received control
instruction to the second kernel, and the second ker-
nel is configured to calculate an execution instruction
corresponding to each first servo node based on the
control instruction and the at least one first servo
node, and to distribute each execution instruction to
the corresponding first servo node.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the first control node
comprises a sharing storage area, the first kernel is
configured to convert data that is to be sent to the
second kernel, into transmission data based on a
preset protocol, and to store the transmission data
in the sharing storage area, and the first kernel is
configured to remind the second kernel to read the
transmission data from a corresponding position in
the sharing storage area.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein each of the plurality
of servo nodes are symmetric dual-kernel architec-
tures, and dual kernels corresponding to each servo
node are configured to operate a real time operating

system.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the first control node
is configured to obtain operating state data of the
first servo node and the corresponding execution de-
vice based on a preset time interval, and to start an
abnormal warning operation when the operating
state data obtained by the first control node belongs
to abnormal state data; and
the second control node is configured to obtain op-
erating state data of the second servo node and the
corresponding execution device based on a preset
time interval, and to start an abnormal warning op-
eration when the operating state data obtained by
the second control node belongs to abnormal state
data.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the execution device
comprises a control motor and an input/output (I/O)
device.

9. A distributed multi-node control method, applied to
the distributed multi-node control system according
to any one of claims 1 to 8, wherein the first control
node comprises a first kernel and a second kernel,
and the method comprises:

receiving, by the first kernel, a control instruc-
tion;
sending, by the first kernel, the received control
instruction to the second kernel;
calculating, by the second kernel, an execution
instruction corresponding to each first servo
node based on the control instruction and the at
least one first servo node;
sending, by the second kernel, each execution
instruction to the corresponding first servo node;
and
controlling, by the first servo node, an operating
state of the corresponding execution device
based on the received execution instruction.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the distributed multi-
node control system further comprises: a scheduling
control node, communicatively coupled to the first
control node and the second control node; and the
method further comprises:

obtaining, by the scheduling control node, oper-
ating state information of the first control node
and the second control node based on a preset
time interval; and
adjusting, by the scheduling control node, a
number of the at least one first servo node cor-
responding to the first control node and a
number of the at least one second servo node
corresponding to the second control node based
on the operating state information.
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